Topical Index for December 2016
Betrayal
~ Fiery Trials Intensifying As We Pray Against WW3 – December 14, 2016
synopsis
 Clare: the betrayal has reached across passwords, bank accounts and many things. Much
time has been spent re-setting, re-organizing both personal and ministry affairs. This person
also deleted our book seller’s account on Amazon, erasing the sales of our books – this, too,
must be restored.
 End result is many, many offerings made, much forgiveness needed to be given. Your
prayers have made a large difference. We are still digging out, but the Lord has told us it is
all for the new President, Donald Trump and to keep Obama from starting something to
incite martial law and trying to stay in office.
 Please pray for this soul that has done these things. They are a beautiful soul, under all the
ugly. When the Lord finally gets hold of them, they will be a strong force for the Kingdom.
 Jesus: I know how hard this trial has been for you, My Dearest. It has been a complete and
perfect sacrifice for your country and the salvation of souls. Nothing has been wasted, Clare.
Look at all the inconveniences, all of it has been used by Me to bring My Kingdom to this
Earth. Not only that, look at all the followers on your channel who have learned invaluable
lessons about living in the midst of turmoil.
 But will you please take My word for it; great things are going to emerge out of this
tragedy. But remember, the greatest tragedy is the loss of this soul. This soul means a great
deal to Me. There is yet a good harvest from this soul, but they must descend much further
before they will accept Me. And even then, there are no guarantees. I do plan on keeping
them alive for a long time if necessary, to bring them to Myself… It is also an exercise in
sanctity. From moment to moment, who means more to you? Your own security? Or time
with Me? Do you see? This is a fiery trial on many levels.
~ When Someone Betrays Your Trust – December 7, 2016
synopsis
 Clare: This is NOT about Ezekiel, Carol, Dr. Sherry or any of the prayer warriors!
 She entrusted someone with a very precious thing, belonging to Jesus and others and
someone betrayed her trust. Clare is broken hearted, not only for herself but for the
betrayer.
 This is a trial as we go higher with the Lord. Most important to Jesus is that the soul repent
and be born again.
 Each day is full of deceit, falseness on their part, and repentance on my part. I must love,
truly love - a work of grace.
 We pray for mercy. We are reminded of the parable of the wicked servant who was
forgiven, but would not himself forgive.
 Jesus: this soul is on the path to hell. Pray for this child that they turn to Me. I love this soul
ever so tenderly.
 Abba Father: This is a terrible trial to me as well. I brought this soul to you deliberately. You
were made aware months ago that there was evil-doing and you stood with Me. Now it
must be resolved. Pray for this soul and offer sufferings for them.
 And the way I am using it for your good to truly is to truly expand your heart and work into
your own soul humility and true contrition. When My children see their own sins clearly,
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they do not raise an eyebrow to condemn. Clare, be brave, be strong, and be loving. These
gifts I impart to you, Beloved, and to all listening who are longing to have them.
Clare story: the Desert Father called to judge a brother, came in carrying a leaking basket of
sand on his back. “My sins are running behind me and I do not see them - and I am come to
judge the sins of another man?”

Bitterness
~ Those Who Dig a Pit Will Fall Into It & Forgiveness a Shield of Protection – December 15,
2016
 Clare: Today was a day of teaching what a bitter heart can do to others.
 Your prayers, My People, not only have power, they also protect you. When I see your heart
of charity, I send legions of angels against their tactics so they will fail, because you
returned their wrath with love and forgiveness. This is a mighty work of grace children.
Live in forgiveness and never let it slip away, lest a bitter seed gets planted and grows into a
great tree. (full synopsis under Curses)

Children
Our Children, Physical and Spiritual
~ The Battle is Not Over Yet & Lonely Christmas for Some – December 23, 2016
 Jesus speaks of His care for our lost children, and the promise to bring them into the
Kingdom for our sakes. (full synopsis under Obama, USA…)

Christmas
~True Christmas Joy – December 4, 2016
synopsis:
 Jesus - My precious people, I am so pleased with those of you who have opted out of
materialistic practices that come from your worldly culture that the devils have turned
Christmas into. I am pleased that your heart has not been with the world but been with Me
in prayer. You are responsible for the success of your nation, because you put your heart
and mind into prayer rather than into accumulating things.
 There is nothing wrong with a little celebration, but it’s become an excuse for unbridled
spending and going into debt.
 As the inauguration of President Trump draws closer, I will need you to keep a tighter rein
on your prayers and offerings. The attempts to unseat him will become more violent and
ugly, contrary to what the press is reporting. There are many plans drawn up to derail him at
the last moment. Do not stop praying!!! Your prayers will prevent any further attempts if
you keep praying.
 Remember, I told you that I was calling you up higher? That means you will be stretched to
your limit in maintaining a sane life from day to day. Staying close to Me and staying in
prayer and worship. The trials are more intense as you climb higher.
 I know how easily you forget these things in the heat of the moment, but try, My Beloved
ones, to remember that you are not living this day for your own agenda or convenience,
but are carrying your cross for Me and My agenda. If you can do this, these trials will gain
the significance of your WORK for the day.
 I know this is much to ask, and I am standing by with the graces to assist you; that you
remember, getting through this trial with a cheerful countenance and attitude has taken
the gift I gave you and wrapped it in beautiful paper with ribbons and bows embellishing it.
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So you see, it becomes far more valuable to Me than it was when I first dispensed it or
allowed it to happen."
This should give you great cause for joy and hope that nothing in your life is wasted and the
greater the sacrifice, the greater impact you are having on My Kingdom coming to this
Earth, and the number of souls added to Me is increasing. Oh, what a beautiful exchange
this is, My Beloved Brides, what a beautiful exchange... beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for
mourning.”
All of these things shall you do through these sacrifices as you wrap them in your gratitude.
Oh, how magnificent is the soul that truly understands and believes this holy exchange
taking place between us. So, be renewed in joy and thanksgiving, hope and steadfastness,
knowing that your offerings are being used mightily in My Kingdom.

Clare Stories/Explains a point
~ Those Who Dig a Pit Will Fall Into It & Forgiveness a Shield of Protection – December 15,
2016
 Clare story: when her son had deadly asthma, trying to find an ambulance. (full synopsis
under Curses)
~ When Someone Betrays Your Trust – December 7, 2016
 Clare story: the Desert Father called to judge a brother, came in carrying a leaking basket of
sand on his back. “My sins are running behind me and I do not see them - and I am come to
judge the sins of another man?” (full synopsis under Betrayal)
~ You Are Now My Bride & My Wife – December 24, 2016
 Clare story: puppy got out and was restored – it was a curse on him. It needed to be broken
before his normal demeanor returned. (full synopsis under Jesus/Brides)

Cross/Simon’s Cross (see: Suffering)
Curses
~ Those Who Dig a Pit Will Fall Into It & Forgiveness a Shield of Protection – December 15,
2016
synopsis
 Clare: Today was a day of teaching what a bitter heart can do to others.
 Short Graham Cooke story – Satanist on the airplane w/curses
 We are being trained in the warring arts to prepare Our people. The enemies are doing us
great favors by setting up the classroom. One thing remains: NO weapon formed against
you will prosper – that is My promise.
 Jesus: I grieve for this person, but have allowed the attacks so you can learn how they
operate. I allowed them cancer because of a curse in times past. Their opponent is invisible
to them, but wants to end their life. The brain is a major target for a death curse – yet I have
compassion on them. They are nearing the finish line for their behavior, approaching a final
battle they will not win.
 Clare story: when her son had deadly asthma, trying to find an ambulance.
 Jesus: So while you are blessing and they are cursing, others are cursing them, and now
those curses have teeth. I was protecting before, but now I will not protect them. I gave
them a window of opportunity to come to Me and repent, and they didn't. They will learn
not to hurt others - one way or the other.
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This person is nearing the finish line and needs much prayer. Pray much for them, they do
not see the sign, 'STOP! BRIDGE OUT AHEAD.' They are blinded by anger, unreasonable
anger. They should be angry with themselves for sinning and betraying, but they are
blaming their sins on you who are totally innocent and above-board in these matters. If
anything you had been too trusting. Yet, I know you will not go there again.
My People, do not have an evil thought against your neighbor.
I teach by example, so I allow their enemies to win over them and do the very same damage
they intended to do to another. In fact, this soul was slated for death when I brought them
to you, but your prayers have given them more time. Pray that they use it wisely instead of
foolishly.
So bless your enemies, My children. If I show you how they are cursing, with pins and
swords, pray that I will have mercy on them before their heart hardens to the point where
they go reprobate. Then hope is lost for them. So pray before they get to that point, it is
their only hope. Your mercy and forgiveness are a mighty act of Love. Your grief and fear
of what is to become of them, is a piece of My aching heart, for I see the destructive path
they are on and its consequences.
Your prayers, My People, not only have power, they also protect you. When I see your heart
of charity, I send legions of angels against their tactics so they will fail, because you
returned their wrath with love and forgiveness. This is a mighty work of grace children.
Live in forgiveness and never let it slip away, lest a bitter seed gets planted and grows into a
great tree.

~ When Curses Land & Overcoming Bitterness – December 15, 2016
synopsis
 Clare: more problems being uncovered with this recent betrayal.
 The portrait IS finished, and available for downloading/printing soon.
 Rhema will be in print next week.
 The next book will be Spiritual Warfare, coordination between myself, Dr. Sherry and Carol.
 Jesus: "I think it is important to tell our Heartdwellers that they also must deal with curses
daily.
 And the reason He's bringing this up is because apparently, not only has this been a difficult
trial with this particular person, but they're turning to the dark side. Please pray for them,
please pray for them because they are getting themselves into a horrible, deep mess with
terrible repercussions. Whatever they do, whatever they have done is nothing compared to
turning around and cursing people
 Clare: how do I know a curse has landed?
 Jesus: take My hand and walk ON the water, not below it.
 Heartdwellers, You are carrying the torch of intimacy with Me and brotherly harmony
between all denominations around the world. There will be signs in the coming months that
will destroy the strongholds Satan has erected between the denominations.
 But because you are carrying My love and because some of you have learned not to cast
stones, you are hated by Satan. And anyone Satan hates, he commissions his servants to
curse. So you see, you must deal with these curses. And from the very beginning on this
channel I told you, this is about personal holiness.
 I will break the curses if you repent of your carnal reactions to the challenges of your days.
If you keep a heart of thanksgiving and forgiving, and forbid any evil thought to lodge in your
mind. But understand, many of these thoughts come from your heart, where there is still
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much darkness. And darkness is drawn to darkness, so when the enemy sees someone who
is holding bitterness - whether they are aware of it or not - it is a magnet for the demons.
How do you know you are holding bitterness? What do you feel inside when their name is
mentioned? Is it love? bitterness? or anger?
Curses land on the slightest agreement with you and provocation. Even if you reject the
thought after you have had it, it is too late. Come to Me, immediately. Pour out your heart
and tell Me all about it, pour it out at My feet, My crucified bloodied feet. Pour it out and let
Me come in and heal you.
You may see yourself in the spirit on an operating table with Me working to remove this
destructive force. You may feel very sensitive after I remove these. Then you must be ever
so vigilant not to let any more contamination in. You will feel wonderful afterwards:
energized, hopeful, full of faith and inspiration.
in reference to the Pilgrim looking for honey: Dear Ones, do not grieve when a soul you
have labored over goes their own way. Do not grieve. I have kept the graces and passed
them on 'till I found one who would receive them. You see, the rich young ruler was not as
tied to his goods as he was to his family, his reputation, his standing in the community and
most importantly - his own opinion. It is, in the end, the purse of your own opinions that
brings you down.
Now, My children, go forth in earnest commitment to Me, unwavering, and bring forth a
harvest of righteousness and keep your hearts clean that I may be glorified in and through
you. I dispense these graces now to all that would have them in the hearing of this
message."

Demons:
Demons/Spiritual Warfare/Protection From
~ Those Who Dig a Pit Will Fall Into It & Forgiveness a Shield of Protection – December 15,
2016


We are being trained in the warring arts to prepare Our people. The enemies are doing us
great favors by setting up the classroom. One thing remains: NO weapon formed against
you will prosper – that is My promise. (full synopsis under Curses)

~ You Are Now My Bride & My Wife – December 24, 2016
 The Lord is allowing all of us to be under fire right now because you've been listening and
hearing all about spiritual warfare for all these weeks. And now is the time of
consummation. Now is the time to put into practice what you've learned, to rise up and to
smash the strongholds of the enemy in your family, in your own self, in your heart. (full
synopsis under Jesus/Brides)

Ezekiel Chronicle
~Hear My Cry, Chronicle of the Bride – December 1, 2016
synopsis
 Ezekiel posts his latest Chronicle. He has been through MUCH as a victim soul, much pain,
illness and mental oppression from the enemy. He cries out to the Lord to rescue him –
convinced he is actually slothful, instead.
 Jesus answers: Stop, Beloved! This is all from the devil. You almost came to Me, but they
convinced you to leave, thinking you were being fooled. No, no – it was I, and I wait for you
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still. I do not condemn you – rather I am deeply in love with you every day. I well know what
you suffer, how much and why.
You are My Precious Treasure, and I long for the day when we can freely embrace, laugh,
love, sing, and dance throughout Our Father's Kingdom, which He has already given to you.
For now, let us work together to bring to completion and fulfillment the will of His Most
loving and compassionate Heart - that all that will, may be brought safely into the Eternal
Kingdom of His Marvelous Light & Life; The New Heaven, and the New Earth, where Our
God will be both worshipped and adored unceasingly , where His Spirit will pervade all
things, lavishing unspeakable Joy perpetually, upon both great and small alike - A Kingdom
filled with Absolute Love, Profound Gratitude, and Everlasting Peace.

Forgiveness
Us To Each Other
~ Fiery Trials Intensifying As We Pray Against WW3 – December 14, 2016
 End result is many, many offerings made, much forgiveness needed to be given. Your
prayers have made a large difference. We are still digging out, but the Lord has told us it is
all for the new President, Donald Trump and to keep Obama from starting something to
incite martial law and trying to stay in office. (full synopsis under Betrayal)

Gifts/Talents from the Lord
~ Some Things Are More Important Than Being Right - December 31, 2016
 Clare: exercising your gifts takes learning etiquette and humility. If you are in a church
where you gift is not being allowed, you are in the wrong place. (full synopsis under
Suffering/Trials)

Heaven
~ The Battle is Not Over Yet & Lonely Christmas for Some – December 23, 2016
 Jesus speaks of the restoration in Heaven – all that was done wrong, will be restored. The
greatest travesty of the modern-day church is the apostasy of portraying My words as only
figurative. My words are LITERAL – without gloss, without alteration. (full synopsis under
Obama, USA…)

Hell
~ When Someone Betrays Your Trust – December 7, 2016
 Jesus: this soul is on the path to hell. Pray for this child that they turn to Me. I love this soul
ever so tenderly. (full synopsis under Betrayal)

Holy Spirit
~ My Spirit is Gentle & Humble of Heart – December 17, 2016
 Holy Spirit is a gentleman, never forcing or overpowering or insisting. He never demands
that He is right – although He always is. To be His spouse, you, too, must be gentle, meek
and humble, never insisting on your own understanding above the understanding of
another. Never overpowering or forcing your way.
 My Spirit is quiet and gentle. So, too, My vessels must learn the art of gentleness - even in
the more dynamic ministries. There is an attitude of heart My little ones, that accepts the
lowest place, that listens when others speak, that set their own opinions aside to listen and
hear Me on a case-by-case level. It is so important to be abased and lift others up lest you
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become obnoxious in ringing your own bell, reading your own press and forcing yourself on
others. (full synopsis under Humility)

Humility
~ My Spirit is Gentle & Humble of Heart – December 17, 2016
synopsis
 Jesus: Ezekiel’s suffering at this time is from his permission to Me. It’s a joint suffering, your
part is mental and emotional instead of carry it physically. This is just as hard as having the
pain.
 Don’t get the idea that your suffering is not as equal a portion as others – all is tailored to
your ability. Lies from the enemy tell you that you are not “good enough, as good, etc.”
 Each vessel has a unique way of relating to Me. Some may seem “flashy”, some are quiet
and gently infused.
 Strong personalities tend to eclipse the more quiet ones. Clare is becoming more like His
mother in gentle, quiet humility. This is the way He is forming her.
 Holy Spirit is a gentleman, never forcing or overpowering or insisting. He never demands
that He is right – although He always is. To be His spouse, you, too, must be gentle, meek
and humble, never insisting on your own understanding above the understanding of
another. Never overpowering or forcing your way.
 To Heartdwellers: you are all growing spiritually. Many are quickly coming into their own,
and with this comes the danger of thinking you are above another. Demons are assigned to
infiltrate your thinking and cause subtle feelings of superiority. PLEASE be ever so cautious
not to all into Pride!
 ALL of My servants are subject to these growing pains. Don’t over-react when you realize
you have fallen into it. Rather come to Me repentant, get up and keep going – much more
cautiously.
 My Spirit is quiet and gentle. So, too, My vessels must learn the art of gentleness - even in
the more dynamic ministries. There is an attitude of heart My little ones, that accepts the
lowest place, that listens when others speak, that set their own opinions aside to listen and
hear Me on a case-by-case level. It is so important to be abased and lift others up lest you
become obnoxious in ringing your own bell, reading your own press and forcing yourself on
others.
 Never allow yourself to be downgraded by the bright and shiny pennies of this world. Know
that My relationship with you is profoundly deep, spirit to spirit and the more you reflect
the attributes of lowliness, the more exalted you are in My eyes. In truth, only One is to be
exalted and I do not share well, nor should I - lest you fall into idolatry.
 There are many times when I speak through those who come to you, but you do not hear
them because you have already formulated an answer. True humility listens and
acknowledges Me inside your brother. True humility is cautious in giving direction and
knows that it may be wrong and harmful rather than helpful.
 I will direct you as you grow into the spiritual gifts, My people. I will teach you. Rely on Me,
and listen for My voice in others.
~ When Someone Betrays Your Trust – December 7, 2016
 And the way I am using it for your good to truly is to truly expand your heart and work into
your own soul humility and true contrition. When My children see their own sins clearly,
they do not raise an eyebrow to condemn. Clare, be brave, be strong, and be loving. These
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gifts I impart to you, Beloved, and to all listening who are longing to have them. (full
synopsis under Betrayal)

Jesus
Bride(s)
~ You Are Now My Bride & My Wife – December 24, 2016
synopsis
 The Lord is allowing all of us to be under fire right now because you've been listening and
hearing all about spiritual warfare for all these weeks. And now is the time of
consummation. Now is the time to put into practice what you've learned, to rise up and to
smash the strongholds of the enemy in your family, in your own self, in your heart.
 Clare story: puppy got out and was restored – it was a curse on him. It needed to be broken
before his normal demeanor returned.
 The Lord is allowing the fire now to get you to rise up and use your gifts. When they come,
remember to use the prayers He has taught you, the weapons He gives you.
 Praying in the spirit is one of the greatest weapons. Pray, worship, bless in the spirit
 Many have curses that won’t allow you to pray in tongues without Embarrassment or
Shame, or are convinced it’s false…lies, lies, lies! Rise up and allow the Lord to fill you and let
go off your tongue to Holy Spirit.
 In this way, Holy Spirit can address the demons and break the curses, hexes, evil wishes and
so on. But you have to be willing to take authority over anything that will block your way to
speaking in tongues.
 We are in a war at the crest of the mountain. Every year this time, just before the new year
and winter solstice, there are fierce battles just like before Halloween. We are in the midst
of training right now although it is with live bullets from a real enemy. There are swords,
javelins, poisoned-tipped arrows and spears. All these can be removed spiritually through
faith and then the wounds they inflict will be healed as well by the Lord Himself. He is
standing there, at your right hand, to accomplish all of this. Lay hands on one another and
ask Him to heal these places through you. And ask Holy Spirit to reveal the weapons and
wounds to you.
 Jesus: My people must now rise up and take authority. They can no longer treat this as a
spectator sport for seasoned ministers only. Is it not written that you are priests and kings?
Is it not written that you have authority in My name to bind and loose? You are drawing on
My account in Heaven, not yours.
 I, Myself, have called you here to this channel to be prepared for the final battle you will
face before I come for you. I have called you here because I intend to arm you for the
weapons yet to come from the enemy.
 Because you wish to dwell in My heart, you are finding the pain there and the battle I must
see and fight every day. You stand beside Me and exercise your authority – and are hated
by the enemy. You must be strengthened to go deeper and deeper, climb higher and higher.
 Count the cost – if you stay behind I will still love you and take you to Heaven. You will not
take arrows to the heart, or experience despair of the lost.
 But I also was inviting you into the Honeymoon of our love for one another. Now, in
essence, we are wed and you are functioning as My Wife, who now is not called just to
courtship but to provision, to battle, to be there for Me when I return from the battlefield and to sometimes go out with Me as well. As My Bride and Wife you are also under attack
and heavy losses. But I restore all with My Healing Love, yet you must be willing to suffer
injury on My behalf.
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I can promise you My tender love and companionship as well as the training and equipping.
I can promise you star-lit nights when we dance together and I comfort you on My shoulder.
Yes, all of this is yours. It is yours and it will be yours. But I am recounting to you that this
channel is about LOVE. My love for mankind and your love for Me and mankind.
It is time to move on into the real business of a true Heartdweller: the salvation of souls.
You have been commissioned in My Army, the Army of My Heart, to move forward in all
kinds of adverse situations and love at all costs. Love Me and love your neighbor with all
your heart and soul and mind and strength. This truly is the calling of a Christian who has
laid down their lives at My feet and promised Me fidelity for better and for worse.
Stay close to Me, worship Me in thankfulness and receive Me in communion. These three
things will keep you strong in advancing against the enemy and taking the spoils…that is, the
souls that have been held captive.

Intimacy With Him/Dancing
~ Begin Your Day in My Joy & Embrace - December 28, 2016
synopsis
 Clare: He is instituting a new season of Joy, even in the midst of ongoing intercession.
 Jesus: It is My gift to you, dear ones, that you may dwell in My heart and rally to the war
cry. That you may be sustained by My Love for you and strengthened in courage and
perseverance when you meet with the battles of your daily life.
 This is the way I wish for you to begin your day. Knowing beyond a shadow of a doubt that I
am longing to hold you the very moment you open your eyes each day.
 I watch as the enemy whispers in your ear, as he brings a certain darkness over you. These
are times for you to return your heart and mind to My goodness. This is where you must
dwell: in the goodness of your God who is all for you, who is arranging victories for you,
who is preparing the way for our dreams to come true.
 Let the storms come. Let them blow against you, around you, behind you. Let the Earth
tremble. None of these things can stop My holy will from coming about in your life. Walk
joyfully in confidence, acknowledging this in your heart and singing it in song, speaking it in
a joyful declaration.
 Clare: the portrait is finished and on the website for download.
 Jesus: As you ponder the Psalms, remember these are My literal injunctions. These are not
figures of speech, but declarations of truth and these words have the power to drive
darkness out of your environment when spoken with conviction and resolve. The Psalms
are like a giant medicine chest where the remedy for every illness can be found, the solution
for every situation. To dwell in the Psalms is to dwell in Heaven, where all creation praises
Me day and night
 Keep these words tucked away in your hearts and refer to them often. Meditate on the
Psalms and My goodness to you. You are My Beloved Ones. You have done battle. You
have been faithful and I am drawing you deeper into My very being where you will find
inspiration and joy for every day.
~ Come Away With Me, My Love - December 27, 2016
synopsis
 Clare: Dear Heartdwellers, it seems no matter how hard we try, the enemy still manages to
stick us with guilt in the midst of holiday demands!
 Jesus: Do not persist in self-hatred and unbelief – I cherish you!
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The portrait was given to portray all the Love He shows us.
We are passing into a new season, a wedding chamber season – a time of closeness like
none before it.
The world is so dark and our love for one another is so Bright. All of Heaven rejoices over
our love, even in the midst of the battlefield. You must not let the heat of the battle
obscure our love for one another.
You must not forsake the joyous times because of the weight of the warring times. Rather I
want you to wake up refreshed every morning and come to Me in joy and enjoy your
morning times together as the trysting times I so desire to rejuvenate you with. I, too, need
this rejuvenation from you. I, too, need to see your smile, your great happiness at our
meeting. I, too, need to rejoice in who you are to Me and that you care enough to begin
your day in My arms.
Look for Me in the garden of your heart. There we shall walk and talk and I will rest your
weary brow over My heart.

Trusting Him/Seeking Him
~ MY Beauty for Your Ashes & Our Relationship - December 30, 2016
synopsis
 Jesus: What a beautiful exchange I am giving to you. Your sins, your fears, your failures in
exchange for My Love. The only way you will succeed in your relationship with Me and
make it to the high calling is through complete trust.
 This is the High Calling: complete release and trust that everything I think of you, everything
I want for you, everything My Heart longs to give you is good beyond measure and will bring
you closer, deeper and more intimately tied to Me. So much so, that grace and mercy will
flow directly through your heart to the lonely, hurt and disenfranchised wandering sheep
with no valid shepherd.
 That is the plan - that I flow through you so perfectly that one loses track of you ministering,
but feels My presence very clearly and securely.
 In the process of this, your sins and shortcomings will come to the surface and you'll be
given the chance to ask for My forgiveness and feel the sorrow that you caused Me. But it
will quickly pass away, and the Joy of being with Me will overcome you.
 Beloved, can you trust Me?
 Please think long and hard about this. When you come to Me, I want all the walls and
defenses down and only an open heart ready to receive every grace without question into
your hearts and being. This is what I need from you.
 I need you, My Bride, My Children. I need forward-thinking souls who can and will conquer
their fears regarding Me. I have seen you at your best. I have seen you at your worst. Give
Me your ashes and I will clothe you in My beauty.
 Is this so hard? Can you? Will you? I am extending the grace to you right now in your hearing
ears. Receive this grace of trust and transparency before Me. Receive it.

Lana Vawser Words
~ Lana Vawser word for 2017, parts 1,2 and 3 – December 9, 2016
synopsis
 Key ideas: It’s time to arrive and fly!
 Tears of Relief from the trials of 2016
 Feelings of “I can’t hold on much longer” will be countered with breakthrough and relief.
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This is a season of returning to our first love. Deeper intimacy with Him
2017 will bring a Harvest of Peace and Joy.
Storms in 2017 will not have Claws – they may roar, but I am bringing recompense and new
life
A year of Divine Surprise and sudden energizing
Things held at ransom will be released with double portions
Many mountaintop experiences and encounters with Jesus. Heavenly encounters and
clear insight. New assignments, mandates, new pathways, new tasks are going to be
handed out to God’s people in this season that are COMPLETELY DIFFERENT to anything
you have expected.
The work of UNITY amongst the people of God that is going to be seen in 2017 is going to be
BREATHTAKING!
The revelation of the love of Jesus that is going to come from this work of the Spirit to bring
significant unity is going to be stunning! The kindness and goodness of God that is going to
flow into the earth from the brothers and sisters working together in unity, is going to bring
a worldwide shift.
The Lord is going to commission many HEART PROPHETS in 2017 to go into the marketplace
with a specific mandate to bring HEALING. I saw these specific heart prophets moving into
the marketplace with the compassion, love and heart of the Father.

Mercy, God’s
~ The Battle is Not Over Yet & Lonely Christmas for Some – December 23, 2016
 But for now, My Mercy is anxious to demonstrate the possibilities of living for God in a truly
free country. All nations will be given the chance to fight their way out of the kingdom of
darkness. Now you, My Bride, have proven yourselves trustworthy with My Heart. You have
shown that your first love is Me and not the demanding traditions of men. (full synopsis
under Obama, USA…)
~ Those Who Dig a Pit Will Fall Into It & Forgiveness a Shield of Protection – December 15,
2016


So bless your enemies, My children. If I show you how they are cursing, with pins and
swords, pray that I will have mercy on them before their heart hardens to the point where
they go reprobate. Then hope is lost for them. So pray before they get to that point, it is
their only hope. Your mercy and forgiveness are a mighty act of Love. Your grief and fear
of what is to become of them, is a piece of My aching heart, for I see the destructive path
they are on and its consequences. (full synopsis under Curses)

~ When Someone Betrays Your Trust – December 7, 2016
 We pray for mercy. We are reminded of the parable of the wicked servant who was
forgiven, but would not himself forgive. (full synopsis under Betrayal)

Obama/USA-America Political/Government
~ The Battle is Not Over Yet & Lonely Christmas for Some – December 23, 2016
synopsis
 Carol had a vision while praying. She saw Obama caught in a huge spider web that was
attached and connected around the whole world. He was the spider in the center, and he
was bound in chains and unable to move. Carol had the impression that the points of the
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web were waiting for Obama to make the first move, but he couldn’t because he was
chained by our prayers. She also had the impression that the next week and beyond would
still require prayers to keep him immobile.
Jesus: Obama is diabolical and determined to put an end to America. Right now our fasting
and praying is holding him – but it will not last unless you keep up your efforts to bind him.
You have a hellish government, formed literally underground – and I am about to despoil it,
if you hold your ground in prayer.
I am giving this world a demonstration of what a Christian country can do through prayer.
But for now, My Mercy is anxious to demonstrate the possibilities of living for God in a truly
free country. All nations will be given the chance to fight their way out of the kingdom of
darkness. Now you, My Bride, have proven yourselves trustworthy with My Heart. You have
shown that your first love is Me and not the demanding traditions of men.
Jesus speaks of His care for our lost children, and the promise to bring them into the
Kingdom for our sakes.
Jesus speaks of the restoration in Heaven – all that was done wrong, will be restored. The
greatest travesty of the modern-day church is the apostasy of portraying My words as only
figurative. My words are LITERAL – without gloss, without alteration.
Please, My people, do not allow yourselves to be drawn off course during the holiday.
Continued prayer is needed. Your very lives depend on this.
I must tell you this is part of your next level. You are the ones who are going to reform this
world for a short time, with your prayers. You are the ones who are clearing the way for My
will to be done in administrating this country. You have taken strategic ground, now you
must hold fast to it.
Stand and behold the salvation of your God. Do not grow lax, weary or distracted in prayer.
Make every sacrifice - no matter how small - an offering for My Kingdom come, My will be
done.
Book RHEMA is now out for purchase.

Obedience
~ Some Things Are More Important Than Being Right - December 31, 2016
 I will tell you this, though: I honor your deference to your husband. One can not go wrong
with obedience. You are no longer responsible when you obey and if there is error, I
address that directly in your covering. You, however, remain clean. (full synopsis under
Suffering/Trials)

Prayer
~ Some Things Are More Important Than Being Right - December 31, 2016
 When one is in a continual battle with darkness, that one takes on some of the traits of the
enemy. This is dangerous. And is a dangerous calling and requires much prayer and sanity,
which only I can impart when you are dealing with deception. It is very taxing on the soul
and makes the soul very vulnerable. But just as one showers after cleaning the stalls at a
stable, so must that one be purified again and again and again. (full synopsis under
Suffering/Trials)

Intercession/Intercessors
~ Return to Your Prayer Closets Now! Warning – Urgent!! – December 20, 2016
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PLEASE, RETURN TO YOUR PRAYER CLOSETS and curtail your involvements with holiday
plans. I am now sending angels to divert family events that would entrap you, right now.
They are coming to you. Do not allow the enemy to slam you with false guilt. Let your plans
fall into the hands of those who are not praying and RETURN TO THE PRAYER CLOSET.
NOW!! (full synopsis under WWIII)

Putin/Russia
~Trump and Putin Kidnapping & Assassination plots – Pray! – December 5, 2016
synopsis:
 Credible prophetic report that kidnapping of their children planned as well as assassination
plots.
 Both men are anti-NWO and are targeted. Both men are necessary to God’s plans for the
world right now.
 Pray to crush the plans of the wicked. The Lord has events planned to unleash “tigers” upon
the enemy.

Rapture:
Delayed
~ Return to Your Prayer Closets Now! Warning – Urgent!! – December 20, 2016
 My promise of 3 years was conditional and right now you are facing the conditions that will
result in the worst tragedy this world has ever seen. Or the most wonderful victory. And it is
in your hands. You see, if My plan fails, there will be an earlier rapture. But do not, do not,
give up hope and let this go. We are on the verge of a wonderful overturning of the wicked
powers of this world. And they know that it is your prayers that will cause it to happen. So
they are counting on your Christmas shopping to distract you away from prayer so they can
take full advantage of your momentary lapse. (full synopsis under WWIII)

Satan
His Works Against Man
~ When Curses Land & Overcoming Bitterness – December 15, 2016
 But because you are carrying My love and because some of you have learned not to cast
stones, you are hated by Satan. And anyone Satan hates, he commissions his servants to
curse. So you see, you must deal with these curses. And from the very beginning on this
channel I told you, this is about personal holiness. (full synopsis under Curses)

Spiritual Laws
~ Some Things Are More Important Than Being Right - December 31, 2016
 Sometimes there are spiritual laws that are more important than who is right and who is
wrong. And that seems to be His point here. (full synopsis under Suffering/Trials)

Still Small Voice Youtube channel & Website
To The Heartdwellers
~ You Are Now My Bride & My Wife – December 24, 2016
 I, Myself, have called you here to this channel to be prepared for the final battle you will
face before I come for you. I have called you here because I intend to arm you for the
weapons yet to come from the enemy.
 It is time to move on into the real business of a true Heartdweller: the salvation of souls.
You have been commissioned in My Army, the Army of My Heart, to move forward in all
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kinds of adverse situations and love at all costs. Love Me and love your neighbor with all
your heart and soul and mind and strength. This truly is the calling of a Christian who has
laid down their lives at My feet and promised Me fidelity for better and for worse.
Stay close to Me, worship Me in thankfulness and receive Me in communion. These three
things will keep you strong in advancing against the enemy and taking the spoils…that is, the
souls that have been held captive. (full synopsis under Jesus/Brides)

Suffering/Trials
~ Fiery Trials Intensifying As We Pray Against WW3 – December 14, 2016
 Jesus: I know how hard this trial has been for you, My Dearest. It has been a complete and
perfect sacrifice for your country and the salvation of souls. Nothing has been wasted, Clare.
Look at all the inconveniences, all of it has been used by Me to bring My Kingdom to this
Earth. Not only that, look at all the followers on your channel who have learned invaluable
lessons about living in the midst of turmoil.
 But will you please take My word for it; great things are going to emerge out of this
tragedy. But remember, the greatest tragedy is the loss of this soul. This soul means a great
deal to Me. There is yet a good harvest from this soul, but they must descend much further
before they will accept Me. And even then, there are no guarantees. I do plan on keeping
them alive for a long time if necessary, to bring them to Myself… It is also an exercise in
sanctity. From moment to moment, who means more to you? Your own security? Or time
with Me? Do you see? This is a fiery trial on many levels. (full synopsis under Betrayal)
~ Some Things Are More Important Than Being Right - December 31, 2016
synopsis
 Jesus: Not knowing the truth, having no way to justify yourself is a suffering. I have told
you before, that each of you receive sufferings commensurate with your ability to hold
them.
 When you continue to bless, even though your conclusions are that evil abides there, you
do very well indeed.
 When one is in a continual battle with darkness, that one takes on some of the traits of the
enemy. This is dangerous. And is a dangerous calling and requires much prayer and sanity,
which only I can impart when you are dealing with deception. It is very taxing on the soul
and makes the soul very vulnerable. But just as one showers after cleaning the stalls at a
stable, so must that one be purified again and again and again.
 I will tell you this, though: I honor your deference to your husband. One can not go wrong
with obedience. You are no longer responsible when you obey and if there is error, I
address that directly in your covering. You, however, remain clean.
 Clare: exercising your gifts takes learning etiquette and humility. If you are in a church
where you gift is not being allowed, you are in the wrong place.
 The soul who is delivering the message must not be pushy or forceful - that doesn't do
anything. That doesn't help discernment at all, it makes situations tense. The whole idea is
to deliver a word in peace and allow Holy Spirit to convict. That's His job.
 Clare: In the monastic tradition, when a brother sins, the other brothers try to cover for him
until he recovers himself, because falling into sin is most devastating, and the soul can faint
away through undo remorse. So the brothers were very solicitous to cover for one another
until their strength was regained.
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Sometimes there are spiritual laws that are more important than who is right and who is
wrong. And that seems to be His point here.

~ The Battle is Not Over Yet & Lonely Christmas for Some – December 23, 2016
 Stand and behold the salvation of your God. Do not grow lax, weary or distracted in prayer.
Make every sacrifice - no matter how small - an offering for My Kingdom come, My will be
done. (full synopsis under Obama, USA…)
~ When Someone Betrays Your Trust – December 7, 2016
 This is a trial as we go higher with the Lord. Most important to Jesus is that the soul repent
and be born again.
 Abba Father: This is a terrible trial to me as well. I brought this soul to you deliberately. You
were made aware months ago that there was evil-doing and you stood with Me. Now it
must be resolved. Pray for this soul and offer sufferings for them. (full synopsis under
Betrayal)

Of/For the World
~True Christmas Joy – December 4, 2016
 Remember, I told you that I was calling you up higher? That means you will be stretched to
your limit in maintaining a sane life from day to day. Staying close to Me and staying in
prayer and worship. The trials are more intense as you climb higher.
 I know how easily you forget these things in the heat of the moment, but try, My Beloved
ones, to remember that you are not living this day for your own agenda or convenience,
but are carrying your cross for Me and My agenda. If you can do this, these trials will gain
the significance of your WORK for the day.
 I know this is much to ask, and I am standing by with the graces to assist you; that you
remember, getting through this trial with a cheerful countenance and attitude has taken
the gift I gave you and wrapped it in beautiful paper with ribbons and bows embellishing it.
So you see, it becomes far more valuable to Me than it was when I first dispensed it or
allowed it to happen."
 This should give you great cause for joy and hope that nothing in your life is wasted and the
greater the sacrifice, the greater impact you are having on My Kingdom coming to this
Earth, and the number of souls added to Me is increasing. Oh, what a beautiful exchange
this is, My Beloved Brides, what a beautiful exchange... beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for
mourning.”
 All of these things shall you do through these sacrifices as you wrap them in your gratitude.
Oh, how magnificent is the soul that truly understands and believes this holy exchange
taking place between us. So, be renewed in joy and thanksgiving, hope and steadfastness,
knowing that your offerings are being used mightily in My Kingdom. (full synopsis under
Christmas)

Tongues, Speaking in
~ You Are Now My Bride & My Wife – December 24, 2016
 The Lord is allowing the fire now to get you to rise up and use your gifts. When they come,
remember to use the prayers He has taught you, the weapons He gives you.
 Praying in the spirit is one of the greatest weapons. Pray, worship, bless in the spirit
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Many have curses that won’t allow you to pray in tongues without Embarrassment or
Shame, or are convinced it’s false…lies, lies, lies! Rise up and allow the Lord to fill you and let
go off your tongue to Holy Spirit.
In this way, Holy Spirit can address the demons and break the curses, hexes, evil wishes and
so on. But you have to be willing to take authority over anything that will block your way to
speaking in tongues. (full synopsis under Jesus/Brides)

Trump, Donald
Inauguration
~True Christmas Joy – December 4, 2016
 As the inauguration of President Trump draws closer, I will need you to keep a tighter rein
on your prayers and offerings. The attempts to unseat him will become more violent and
ugly, contrary to what the press is reporting. There are many plans drawn up to derail him at
the last moment. Do not stop praying!!! Your prayers will prevent any further attempts if
you keep praying. (full synopsis under Christmas)

Prayer for His Safety
~Trump and Putin Kidnapping & Assassination plots – Pray! – December 5, 2016
synopsis:
 Credible prophetic report that kidnapping of their children planned as well as assassination
plots.
 Both men are anti-NWO and are targeted. Both men are necessary to God’s plans for the
world right now.
 Pray to crush the plans of the wicked. The Lord has events planned to unleash “tigers” upon
the enemy.

Visions by Others
~ The Battle is Not Over Yet & Lonely Christmas for Some – December 23, 2016
 Carol had a vision while praying. She saw Obama caught in a huge spider web that was
attached and connected around the whole world. He was the spider in the center, and he
was bound in chains and unable to move. Carol had the impression that the points of the
web were waiting for Obama to make the first move, but he couldn’t because he was
chained by our prayers. She also had the impression that the next week and beyond would
still require prayers to keep him immobile.
 Please, My people, do not allow yourselves to be drawn off course during the holiday.
Continued prayer is needed. Your very lives depend on this. (full synopsis under Obama,
USA…)

WWIII
~ Return to Your Prayer Closets Now! Warning – Urgent!! – December 20, 2016
synopsis
 Jesus: We are still on the brink of war with Russia. Obama is hell bent – literally – on
destroying this country and not allowing Trump to undo all he has cleverly put in place on
the ignorant American people. What is coming is horrendous and must be stopped by your
prayers.
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You see when I give a prophecy to My Body it is a “can be.” I am presenting you with the
best possible scenario and what My heart truly desires for you. And along with that I am
counting on you to intercede to make sure it happens.
DO NOT be distracted by Christmas preparations/shopping/parties, etc.
My promise of 3 years was conditional and right now you are facing the conditions that will
result in the worst tragedy this world has ever seen. Or the most wonderful victory. And it is
in your hands. You see, if My plan fails, there will be an earlier rapture. But do not, do not,
give up hope and let this go. We are on the verge of a wonderful overturning of the wicked
powers of this world. And they know that it is your prayers that will cause it to happen. So
they are counting on your Christmas shopping to distract you away from prayer so they can
take full advantage of your momentary lapse.
PLEASE, RETURN TO YOUR PRAYER CLOSETS and curtail your involvements with holiday
plans. I am now sending angels to divert family events that would entrap you, right now.
They are coming to you. Do not allow the enemy to slam you with false guilt. Let your plans
fall into the hands of those who are not praying and RETURN TO THE PRAYER CLOSET.
NOW!!
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